CONTROL PANEL

Internal display

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The initial temperature in the refrigerator and freezer compartments is 3 °C (37 °F) and -20 °C (-4 °F), respectively.
To change the temperature settings, press the temperature control button for the appropriate compartment.

NOTE: The displayed temperature is the target temperature only. The actual internal temperature of the refrigerator depends on the amount and type of food stored inside.
After initial installation, allow the temperature settings to stabilize for at least 2 to 3 days before adjusting them.

EXPRESS FREEZE
• This function increases both icemaking and freezing capabilities.
• Press the button to turn on the Express Freeze function and the indicator light for 24 hours.
• After 24 hours, the Express Freeze function and the indicator light turn off. The freezer returns to the previously set temperature. Press the Express Freeze button at any time while the function is running to manually turn it off.

• The Express Freeze indicator remains lit as long as the function is running.
**Vacation Mode**
Use the Vacation Mode function when you will be away from home for an extended period. Push the Vacation Mode button to turn the function on or off. The LED lights up when the function is active.
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**NOTE**
Vacation Mode deactivates the other controls. Press Vacation Mode to cancel the function and return to the previously set temperature.

**SELF-TEST**
The display has a self-test function.
If the refrigerator has a failure, the buttons become inoperative and the indicator shows the error code.
In this case, do not switch off power and immediately contact the local service center.
If you switch off the refrigerator, a service engineer may need much time to find the faulty element.

**DOOR ALARM**
- When the refrigerator door is opened for more than 60 seconds, the alarm tone will sound to let you know that the door is opened.
- When you close the door, the door alarm will stop.
- If the alarm continues to sound even after closure of the door, contact the service center.
REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF DETACHABLE GLASS SHELF

To remove a refrigerator shelf, raise the front of the shelf slightly (1) and pull the shelf forward (2). Take care when removing the shelf to avoid damage to the product.

To install a refrigerator shelf, tilt the shelf up at the front and insert it into the refrigerator at the desired location (3). Then push the shelf back (4). Take care when installing the shelf to avoid damage to the product.

REMOVAL AND INSTALLATION OF DRAWER IN REFRIGERATOR COMPARTMENT

To remove the lower drawer from the refrigerator compartment, proceed as follows:

• Lift up and remove the lowest door bin.
• Pull the drawer out as far as possible, lift the front, and remove the drawer completely.

• Lift the front of the drawer cover and pull to remove it.

• To install the drawer, follow the removal instructions in reverse.

CAUTION

At that, you should take care to exclude slant. Improper removal and installation may result in damage of internal parts in the refrigerator.

NOTE

The guarantee does not cover mechanical damages (cracks, shears, dents, traces of enclosure opening, etc.) caused by violation of the refrigerator storage, transportation, operation, and maintenance rules, application of excessive force.
When freezing a large quantity of food, remove the middle freezer drawer to increase the available storage space.

To remove any freezer drawer, proceed as follows:

1. Pull the drawer all the way out;
2. Raise the front of the drawer and pull to remove the drawer completely.

To install any freezer drawer:

1. Place the drawer onto the guides at a 45° angle.
2. Lower the front of the drawer so it is parallel to the drawer guides.
3. Push the drawer all the way in.

Do not apply excessive force to remove the drawers and shelves – this may result in damage to the refrigerator.

ICE PREPARATION

Fill the ice tray with water and place it to the freezing compartment.

If ice cubes are required as soon as possible, activate the "Express Freeze" function.

To remove ice cubes, hold the tray on ends and slightly bend it.

ADVICE

To easily remove cubes, water the tray in advance.

Freezer Storage Options

When storing large quantities of food in the freezer, remove the middle freezer drawer and place food directly on the wire shelf to maximize food storage capacity. Use the drawer to store food or containers that might spill or leak.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE

FOODSTUFF STORAGE

• Do not store food which goes bad easily at low temperature, such as banana, and melon.
• Allow hot food to cool prior to storing. Placing hot food in the fridge-freezer could spoil other food, and lead to higher electric bills.
• When storing the food, use a container with a lid. This prevents moisture from evaporating, and helps food to keep its taste and nutrients.
• Do not block air vents with food. Smooth circulation of cold air keeps fridge-freezer temperature even.
• Do not open the door frequently. Opening the door lets warm air enter the fridge-freezer, and cause temperature to rise.
• To adjust the temperature control easily, do not store food near the temperature control dial.
• Never keep too many foods in door rack, as this may stop the door from fully closing.
• Do not store bottles in the freezer compartment - they may break when frozen.
• Do not refreeze food that has been thawed. This causes loss of taste and nutrition.
• If it is necessary to quickly freeze fresh foodstuffs, place them to the lower drawer of the freezing compartment and push the "Express Freeze " button;
• Frozen foodstuffs should be stored packed (in polyethylene film, aluminum foil, etc.) in the freezing compartment;

CLEANING

1. Before cleaning, make sure that power supply is switched off;
2. Outside and inside, the refrigerator should be washed with a clean napkin wetted in warm water with a liquid detergent. Then wipe dry with a dry napkin;
3. After cleaning, make sure that the power cord is not damaged. Then tightly insert the plug to the power outlet.

CAUTION

1. It is prohibited to use abrasive materials, gasoline, benzene, solvents, hydrochloride, hot water, hard brushes, etc., which may damage the refrigerator surface.
2. For products with a stainless steel exterior, use a clean sponge or soft cloth and a mildDetergent in warm water. Do not use abrasive or harsh cleaners. Dry thoroughly with a Soft cloth. Do not use appliance wax, bleach, or other products containing chlorine on stainless steel.

GENERAL

Electric power failure.
• An interruption in electric power supply for 1-2 hours will not harm the stored foodstuffs. Try to less frequently open and close the refrigerator door during this period.

DURING MOVE:

• Remove all foodstuffs and other objects from the refrigerator. Firmly secure the internal detachable parts (shelves, drawers, door baskets);
• To avoid damage of the floor and adjustable feet of the refrigerator, turn them counter-clockwise before transportation;
• The refrigerator should be firmly secured in the truck to prevent its hits and falling inside the truck during transportation;
• The refrigerator should be transported in vertical position in a covered vehicle. The original package should not be damaged during transportation;
• During loading and unloading, the refrigerator should be protected against hits.
**BEFORE SWITCHING ON:**

- If the refrigerator is transported in cold season, unpack the refrigerator in a warm room and do not switch on it for at least 12 hours.

**NOTE**

If you keep the fridge-freezer in a hot, and humid place, frequently opening the door or putting a lot of vegetables in it may cause condensation to form. This has no effect on its performance. Remove the condensation with a dry, dust-free cloth.

If droplets form beneath the cover of the vegetable drawer, keep vegetables or fruits wrapped with plastic wrap.

⚠️ **CAUTION**

Do not move or incline the refrigerator during its operation. Noise may occur in the compressor. This feature does not affect operability of the compressor.

**REFRIGERATOR OPERATION FEATURES**

Cracking noise may be heard due to thermal deformations of the refrigerator components. Typical sounds from activation of the thermostatic controller and compressor are normal sounds occurring during operation of electric equipment in the appliance. The refrigerant circulating inside the refrigeration system may calmly gurgle, even if the compressor is idle. Do not worry, this is absolutely normal. The following sounds may be heard during operation of the refrigerator:
- Clicks from actuation of the temperature sensor/switch;
- Murmur of the refrigerant circulating in tubes of the refrigeration system;
- Slight cracking noise from thermal deformations of materials. These sounds are not associated with any defect and they have a functional aspect.

**ANTI-CONDENSATION TUBE:**

- The anti-condensation tube is laid inside the enclosure around the front face of the refrigerator to exclude moisture condensation;
- The refrigerator may greatly heat up in these places, especially immediately after switching on for the first time or at high ambient temperature.
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**CAUTION**

- Dry ice is very cold! Do not allow it to touch bare skin. It is well below °F and will cause immediate frostbite and damage to the skin and other tissue.
- Dry ice frozen carbon dioxide. Use only in a well ventilated area. As the ice releases carbon dioxide vapor, it could cause light-headedness, fainting, suffocation, or death.

**Reversing the Door (Optional)**

- Your fridge-freezer is designed with reversible doors that can be installed to open from either the left or the right to fit the installation location.

⚠️ **CAUTION**

The doors must be reversed by an authorized installer or service person. Service calls to reverse doors are not covered by the warranty.